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John Dewey vs. the Liberationists?
Two Progressive Models of Democratic Education

(You will see that there are a number of areas where I need to do more work, including the introduction, but I think the basic argument it here.  In the book of which this will be a chapter, I will argue that Dewey was part of a larger group that I call the associationists in contrast with the liberationists I discuss, here.  I believe that the associationists and the liberationists represent two poles of a continuum of middle-class thinking about education.  And I distinguish them, as a collective, from the more radically different visions of the Administrative Progressives (Taylorists) and more working-class visions of collective educational empowerment derived from Alinsky, the latter almost entirely missing from the educational literature.  In some ways, the administrative progressives and working-class visions are more closely aligned than either are to the middle-class associationist/liberationist continuum.  How to bring progressive educational models into some coherent relationship with working-class models of democratic empowerment is a key challenge, then.)

	When education scholars think of progressive education, they almost invariably think of Dewey.  In this paper, I argue that Dewey’s vision of a constructivist, democratic education represents only one point on a broader spectrum of similar holistic visions.  Here, I contrast Dewey’s vision with that of a group of educators I call “liberationists,” showing how they developed an educational model that draws from many essentially Deweyan conceptions of human nature but that looks quite different in terms of how it makes use of these characteristics. 
	Two key characteristics distinguish liberationist from Deweyan democratic education.  First, while both Dewey and the liberationists emphasized the importance of enhancing individual uniqueness amidst collective action, the liberationists focused almost entirely on releasing the potentials of individuals.  Both Dewey and the liberationists held democracy up as a central value, but the liberationists tended to assume that democracy would be a natural result if individuals were allowed to develop in “authentic” ways, while Dewey argued that democracy itself must be a focus of conscious planning.  Second, the liberationists tended to focus their energy on social development, on the emergence of healthy and happy, emotionally stable people, often assuming that cognitive development would mostly take care of itself.  Dewey, in contrast, constructed sophisticated theories of individual learning through engagement with a carefully structured environment meant to initiate children into a process of intelligent problem-solving.  In a general sense, teachers in the liberationist vision looked more like therapists, while in Dewey’s vision they looked more like social and cognitive engineers.  
	Education scholars have tended to see these two perspectives as radically opposed to each other.  In part this is a result of Dewey’s attack on liberationists in Experience and Education (E&E).  In E&E, Dewey contrasted what he declared was his authentic vision of progressive education with what he felt were the misreadings of what he presented as essentially thoughtless false progressives.  They were hardly educators at all, he complained, since they gave their students little social or cognitive guidance, guided by what he felt was a fantasy of “natural” development.
	E&E is often held up by scholars as one of the best succinct explanations of Dewey’s educational vision.  In what follows I seek to show that E&E is, in fact, an extremely problematic book.  In fact, despite Dewey’s dismissive treatment, liberationist educators and educational scholars have developed coherent and defensible alternatives to Dewey’s preferred approach.  Below, I begin with an examination of Dewey’s argument in E&E, arguing that what Dewey attacked in this book amounted to a simplistic caricature of liberationist perspectives.  Fundamentally, Dewey presented a description of his opposition that few thoughtful proponents would ever have honestly defended.  Part of the reason why Dewey may have attacked so vehemently may have been that there apparently were few if any sophisticated written elaborations of a liberationist educational perspective during his lifetime.  (As usual, Dewey didn’t cite anyone in particular, so it’s impossible to know exactly who or what he was replying to in particular).  However, while some educators may have been as dense as Dewey assumed, this was no excuse for failing to seek out the best representatives of this vision, or for assuming that liberationists were, essentially, too stupid to understand him. This was not the first time Dewey attacked other perspectives like this.  Apparently, his many attacks on Marxist perspectives remained uninformed by any actual reading of Marx’s writings.   
	In response to E&E, I develop what I argue represents a defensible model of liberationist pedagogy that is grounded, to a surprising extent, on a set of assumptions about human development largely shared by Dewey.  My discussion focuses on the writings of Paul Goodman and A. S. Neill, whose ideas became extremely popular among middle-class students and intellectuals in the United States during the 1960s and early 1970s and who were key influences on the Free Schools Movement that emerged in the mid 1960s.  As Miller has pointed out, despite the popularity of Dewey among education scholars, it was the liberationist vision that produced this first broad-based progressive education movement in America.  In fact, it is likely that, today the liberationist vision is at least as influential as Dewey’s (despite the almost hegemonic lip service to Dewey), in part because education professionals are much more focused on the actualization of individuals than on the development of sophisticated practices of democratic collaboration.  
	Intellectually, the liberationist tradition of education in America has its roots in European romanticism, especially Rousseau’s Emile.  The romantic vision of individuals that free themselves from the oppressive social strictures of society provides much of the impetus that drives liberationist thinkers.  After the European romantics come the New England Transcendentalists of the 19th century and then, in the early 20th century, Freud and an often quite motley collection of followers like Wilhelm Reich and Frederick Perls.  The earlier thinkers, especially Rousseau and the transcendentalists were also crucial influences on Dewey as well (Granger, etc.).
	Liberationist forms of education have seemed to emerge with the most force in the United States as part of broader social shifts towards individual freedom and liberation.  During the 20th century, this was especially evident in the 1920s and the 1960s.  It is no accident that these were also moments of economic security for the middle class.  At these times, those who experienced little material want could at least imagine that growing social wealth made political action to rectify social inequality less important.  Liberationism during these two periods also seemed to emerge as a cultural force in response to general exhaustion with and despair over possibilities for broad social change as the privileged pulled back from efforts to ameliorate social inequality.  Finally, Liberationism during these decades reflected a backlash against periods when social controls were seen as especially burdensome, both during WWI and in the 1950s.  At these times, the key challenge seemed to be individual and not group repression.  When Dewey was writing E&E in the 1930s, he was responding in all likelihood to the excesses of the 1920s, a period that had just come to a crashing halt in the Great Depression.  

Experience and Education: Attacking “False” Progressive Educators
	Throughout his life, Dewey was interested in the many experiments in progressive pedagogy that were continually springing up around the United States.  At one point he even wrote a book about a few that seemed especially promising with his daughter, called Schools of To-Morrow.  But although progressive educators often referred to his work as an important inspiration for their efforts, over time Dewey increasingly despaired that many if not most had misunderstood him.  These misinterpretations, he worried, not only resulted in ineffective education, but also gave his model a bad name, reducing the possibility that his true vision would ever be given a real chance.  Near the end of his writing career, in his last major statement about education, Experience and Education (E&E), he targeted these misunderstandings in an effort to bring these fellow travelers in alternative education back into the fold.  
	In E&E, Dewey distinguished between the kind of traditional educators he had long critiqued because of their regimented classrooms and didactic pedagogy, and what I term “false” progressives who seemed to think that children should just be left alone to develop "naturally" by themselves.  The “false” progressive approach seemed, to Dewey, almost worst than the traditional one, since, whatever their limitations, traditionalists at least made an effort to teach.  Fundamentally, “false” progressives seemed to be simply reacting against traditional pedagogy without thinking in detail about how children might actually learn more effectively.  If too much regimentation was bad, they seemed to be saying, then the answer was to eliminate any teacher guidance entirely.  What they failed to understand, Dewey complained, was that sophisticated progressive forms of progressive teaching actually require more, not less planning and teacher direction, albeit of a different kind than traditional education.  Like traditional teachers, he argued, progressive educators are responsible for ensuring that student learning follows paths that will lead pupils towards established forms of disciplinary knowledge.  It was simply folly to think that students might develop accepted disciplinary understandings of science, mathematics, and the like by themselves without such careful scaffolding.  
	Especially problematic was the apparent failure of “false” progressives to initiate children into practices of scientific, experimental, essentially critical thinking.  Without capacities for scientific thinking, he worried, children would end up simply and uncritically accepting as true whatever was told to them.  Without skills for intelligently adapting and evolving the practices of their community, they would simply reproduce the society of their elders, even if these practices were largely obsolete or even self-destructive in the modern world as it was quickly evolving. 
	The problem with “false” progressive pedagogy was not only with their approach to individual learning, however.  Dewey also rejected their vision of “freedom.”  As he had many times before, in E&E he emphasized that true freedom is democratic; it emerges not when people do whatever they wish but, instead, when they learn to coordinate their activities with others in service to common goals.  Furthermore, no community or society can operate effectively without a broad range of shared practices, understandings, and skills.  And he argued that the kind of unrestricted individual “freedom” promoted by “false” progressives tends “to be destructive of the shared cooperative activities which are the normal source of order” (E&E, p. 63).  Free movement and free choice, Dewey stressed, are not ends to be desired but, instead, merely preconditions for the development of collaborative democracy. 
	In general, Dewey leveled three key complaints in E&E against the “false” progressives.  Because of their laissez faire attitude, he was convinced that “false” progressive educators failed to teach children:
	1.	Practices of scientific thinking and experimentation;
	2.	Capacities for democratic collaboration; and
	3.	Specialized forms of disciplinary knowledge.
	E&E is often held up by scholars as one of the clearest and most concise explanations of Dewey’s model of democratic education.  What has not generally been acknowledged, however, is the extent to which its clarity depends on what amounts to a caricature of progressive educational approaches that diverged from his.  In E&E, Dewey contrasted a subtle description of his own model with vague generalizations about “false” progressive pedagogy.  It seems unlikely that most progressive educators of his time were really as thoughtless as he made out, however.  It is doubtful, for example, that many progressive teachers really left students to their own devices with no intervention whatsoever, even if their "interventions" looked different from Dewey's.  And even if some did leave kids alone, a more honest critique would have sought out the most sophisticated proponents of “free” education that differed from Dewey’s, not the worst.  It would have required Dewey to respond to treat progressive educators with divergent views on learning and community as thinkers in their own right with coherent reasons for their approaches. 
 This is not simply an issue of intellectual rigor.  In fact, it seems likely that Dewey’s failure to engage with more effective examples of what I am calling Liberationist approaches to education contributed to the tendency of the free schoolers, the most vibrant group progressive educators that emerged in the generation after his death to ignore his writings almost entirely.  By ridiculing a caricature of liberationist pedagogy, he passed up an opportunity to engage more substantively with those “false” progressives who had developed a coherent alternative to his model.
While detailed written defenses of Liberationist approaches were lacking in America during Dewey’s life, this is, I would argue, no excuse for failing to seek out the best representatives of this vision that he could find or for assuming that Liberationists were, essentially, too “stupid” to understand Dewey’s own perspective. This was not the only time Dewey attacked a caricature of others’ views.  For example, the limitations of his critiques of “Marxism” have been widely discussed; in fact, there are indications that Dewey never actually read Marx’s actual writings himself (cites).    In fact, Schools of To-Morrow indicates that Dewey did spend at least some time in different progressive classrooms even later in his life, and he could have used some of these opportunities to examine approaches that differed from his with more care.  

The Key Scholars of Liberationist Education in the 1960s: Goodman and Neill
	As I have noted, it is difficult to find sophisticated defenses of liberationist forms of education during Dewey’s time.  In part, this may be because, as E&E indicates, many liberationists thought their efforts were Deweyan.  In any case, nuanced descriptions and defenses of the theory and practice of liberationist education do not appear in America until the 1960s (although, as I note, Neill and others were popular in Britain earlier).  In this section, I introduce two of the central figures that nurtured the coalescence of this vision in the Free Schools Movement, Paul Goodman and A. S. Neill.
	Described by some as the "Father of the New Left," Goodman served as "a guru to New Left social and educational reformers" (Weltman, 2000, p. 1) during the 1960s.  A controversial figure, Theodore Roszak described Goodman's "style" as one "that annoys into being taken seriously" (180).  An eclectic independent scholar and artist who represented no particular academic discipline, Goodman's skill lay not in his original insights, but instead in his ability to draw a range of ideas and material together into an accessible form.  Although a prolific writer in many genres for much of his adult life, it was Growing Up Absurd, published in 1960, that largely made his name.  In Absurd an entire generation of Northern college students found their often vague discomforts and complaints given coherent voice.  It was, Weltman argues, the “’bible’ of the New Left” (p. 3).  A central part of Goodman’s critique was an attack on traditional educational institutions, and this book, among others, provided free schoolers with key aspects of a “coherent” philosophical “foundation” for their broader “social critique.”  Further, Goodman participated actively as the free schools vision coalesced into a Movement--challenging, nurturing, and critiquing--“until his death in 1972” (Miller, 2000, p. 50). 
	Almost alone among prominent Free Schoolers, Goodman deeply respected and acknowledged his debt to Dewey.  In fact, Goodman argued that his own educational vision actually represented an extension and not a rejection of Deweyan pedagogy (Weltman4).  “If progressive [Deweyan] education had been generally adopted,” Goodman argued, “we should not be so estranged and ignorant today” (GU41).  Goodman felt, however, that Dewey’s vision had been superseded because of the emergence of new forms of oppression in modern society, developments that Goodman felt Dewey had not foreseen (GU45).  Nonetheless, Goodman argued  that the kind of liberationist education he promoted represented not a rejection but instead a necessary “pragmatic” revision of Deweyan theory.  I will show in more detail, below, how Goodman retained many essentially Deweyan commitments while, at the same time, transforming Dewey’s associationist vision by combining it with a broad range of other work.  His writings included an eclectic mix of psychological theories, anarchist political writings, and, most importantly, perhaps, Neill’s description of the pedagogy used at that most famous of free schools: Summerhill.
	While Goodman’s influence on the Free Schools was more theoretical, Neill saw his role in practical terms.  In fact, in a letter to Neill, Goodman attacked Neill’s apparent revulsion for theory, something Neill happily acknowledged.  While Neill was more familiar with psychological theory, especially, than he usually let on, he generally disdained such “fancy” thinking.  He was not, he emphasized, “a writer of theories” (FC, 7).  Instead, he saw himself as an intuitive experimentalist, with his boarding school, Summerhill, as his laboratory of “freedom.”  Interestingly, as far as I can tell, Neill never engaged with Dewey’s writings in any substantial way.  He even declared with some satisfaction that he had not even bothered to “go visiting” progressive schools on the Deweyan model.  
	Despite Goodman and Neill’s testy exchange over the place of “theory,” Goodman valued Neill’s work greatly.  In many different writings, he held Summerhill up as the one of the most advanced examples of the kind of “free” schooling he promoted.  In fact, in GUA Goodman declared that since Dewey’s vision had been superseded, “the new progressive theory is ‘Summerhill.’”  One of the few in the States who had read Neill’s earlier writings, Goodman’s glowing references to Neill in GUA surely contributed to Neill’s growing popularity.  
	By the time Neill’s writings found an audience in America, he had been developing his vision of “free” schooling in Britain for nearly a half-century.  For decades he had been Britain’s most radical torchbearer of educational freedom.  Most of Neill’s work drew from his experience in his (in)famous boarding school, Summerhill--also the title for the book that finally brought him fame in the States.  Just as GUA was the “’bible’ of the New Left” more generally, Neill’s Summerhill was often referred to as the “bible” of the Free Schools Movement in particular.  Like most of Neill’s work, Summerhill consisted largely of vignettes about his school--tales of individual students, teachers, moments of struggle, etc.--that provided the basis for arguments for a particular model of “free” education.  
	Partly because of Neill’s iconoclastic style, it was easy to misread the educational argument in Summerhill, and many free schoolers clearly did.  In fact, it often seemed that Neill was arguing for just the kind of “false” progressive pedagogy that Dewey had rejected.  His numerous assertions about children’s’ capacities for self-development fed this misconception.  “A child is innately wise and realistic,” he declared early on in the book, noting that “if left to himself without adult suggestion of any kind, he will develop as far as he is capable of developing” (S, 4).  In fact, Neill often argued that students should be left largely alone to do what they wished, released from any restriction by general rules.  Perhaps most famously, children at Summerhill only went to class when they wanted to--some never attended for their entire time there.  In fact, surprisingly for an educator, Neill was almost entirely uninterested in academic pedagogy.  On the one hand, he didn’t really think it mattered how teachers taught, and on the other he worried about the dangers of sophisticated but potentially manipulative forms of progressive pedagogy.  
	Although he rejected efforts to assert control over students’ academic learning, however, Neill was deeply concerned about the social development of his children.  “If the emotions are free,” Neill once said, “the intellect will take care of itself,” and this might usefully be taken as the central motto of his educational vision.  Fundamentally, because of their focus on cognitive development, Neill believed that the “questions asked by teachers unimportant” (FCcite25).  While Neill provided little guidance about academic pedagogy, then, Summerhill was filled with recommendations about often quite subtle interventions in children’s’ social development.  
	Like Dewey, Neill frequently felt that his readers misunderstood the nuances of his arguments.  And the book he published directly after Summerhill largely represented an effort to overcome these misconceptions, emphasizing in its title that he was arguing for Freedom and Not License.  Essentially a collection of answers to letters he had received, in this book he tried to explain yet again what he thought authentic “freedom” looked like--laying out key differences between “freedom” and “license”-- while pointing to some of the approaches he thought might best foster its development in children.  
	Goodman and Neill did not, of course, agree on every aspect of a “free” education.  In the sections that follow, however, I focus on their similarities--as most thoughtful Free Schoolers also would have done--seeking to integrate the complementary aspects of their visions into a coherent and nuanced model of liberationist pedagogy.  

Human Nature: Comparing Dewey, Goodman, and Neill
John Dewey: Impulses and Scientific Thinking
	A central aspect of Dewey’s argument in E&E was that we should not expect children to learn advanced practices of social and intellectual engagement if they are simply left to their own devices.  While Dewey acknowledged that children were perfectly capable of learning even quite complex practices--like language--in the absence of structured educational contexts, as they had throughout human history, he feared that such unplanned learning usually only ended up reproducing of the established society of adults.  There was, he argued, little hope that children might learn critical capacities for scientific investigation or collaborative skills of democratic engagement unless these were actively taught to them.  And it was these practices that would enable them to reconstruct the society they were born into instead of simply accepting it as true.  
	In other writings, however, and even at points on E&E, Dewey complicated this argument.  In fact, his entire educational model was based on the conviction that children are not simply passive receptors of information.  Instead, he continually emphasized that children are always actively engaged in making sense of the world around them. Despite these acknowledgements, Dewey was generally vague in his educational writings about the underlying, pre-social processes that drove this active engagement.  Not until the publication of Human Nature and Conduct (HNC), appearing only a few years after his magnum opus, Democracy and Education, did Dewey comprehensively lay out his mature beliefs about the characteristics common to all human beings as biological organisms.  And was here that crucial similarities between Dewey’s and Goodman and Neill’s perspectives can be seen.  
	In HNC, Dewey distinguished between “habits,” which for him encompassed all learned capacities for action, and “impulses” which described what he argued represents the relatively free energy that provides the motive power for all human activity, including habits.  There is no action, he argued, without an impulse to propel it.  While impulses are innate, learning alters the way they are expressed.  And while all sentient organisms, from simple animals to human beings, are driven by impulses, human impulses differ from animal ones in their flexibility, however.  In most cases, animal impulses are permanently harnessed to relatively fixed biological instincts.  In human beings, in contrast, almost “any impulse can become organized” through training “into almost any disposition” (p. 69).  They can be harnessed to drive the ordered habits that allow us to engage in complex learned activity.  The incredible adaptability of our impulses, then, is for Dewey one of the key characteristics that makes us human in the first place. 
	The plasticity of our impulses allows humans to learn an almost infinite range of practices, but it also raises a set of challenges for human development since, by itself, before it has been harnessed to habits, a human impulse “is as meaningless as a gust of wind on a mudpuddle” (p. 65).  The very thing that makes us so adaptable, our openness to possibility, is what makes us especially helpless at birth.  Unlike many animals, beginning as little more than bundles of unorganized impulses, human babies cannot automatically develop capacities for survival and action without extensive and continuous support--a point Dewey emphasized in E&E.  When nurtured and given opportunities to engage with others in their environment, however, we grow and develop the practices of our communities.  Over time, in other words, we slowly learn to sublimate different aspects of our undirected impulsive energy into particular skills and abilities.  Through “social dependencies and companionships” with more developed persons, our “inchoate and scattered impulses” slowly “coordinate into serviceable powers” (p. 68).
	It is important not to overemphasize the “openness” of human impulses, however.  If our impulses did not have any inherent tendencies at all it would be impossible to link them to particular habits.  Like wind-up toys, we would simply dissipate our energy without every learning anything.  While impulses might initially seem entirely chaotic, then, they are not.  In every case, Dewey argued, an impulse represents an effort by an organism to interact with the environment.  Impulses can be sublimated through social practices, then, because learned habits provide them with increasingly coherent opportunities to engage with and express themselves into the world around them.  Babies, for example, do not simply cast about randomly; instead they are engaged in a ceaseless, often frustrating effort to respond to their shifting, disorganized experiences of themselves and their environment.  They are engaged in a constant struggle to make sense of the world around them.      
	While the expression of impulses can be modified through social habits, their basic tendency to seek engagements with and expression into the world is not alterable.  The fundamental rules of impulse energy are as much a part of our essential biological inheritance as instincts are for animals.  The continual emergence of impulses in human beings can never be halted or suppressed.  Impulse energy, Dewey stressed, “is no more capable of being abolished than the forms [of energy] we recognize as physical.”   And “if it is neither exploded or converted,” it invariably turns “inwards, to lead a surreptitious, subterranean life” (p. 109).  Impulses run their course, one way or another, whether we want them to or not.
	Because impulses never cease in their efforts to engage with the specifics of an individual’s experience, it is never possible to turn people into happy robots who simply do what they are told with no reference to their own inclinations and experiences.  The inexorable pressure of impulses constantly resists attempts to eliminate individual uniqueness and unpredictability.  Efforts to suppress impulses can even lead to the emergence of “mental pathologies,” something Dewey argued was established by “studies of psychiatrists [who] have made clear that impulses driven into pockets distil poison and produce festering sores” (p. 113).  There is, he emphasized, therefore, “no bitterness like that of conscious impotency, the sense of suffocatingly complete submission” to social stricture (p. 117).
	This “physics” of impulse energy helps explain Dewey’s descriptions of student responses to the regimentation common in traditional schools (child in curric).  It is because these youth lack productive avenues for expressing their impulses that they often lose themselves in aimless daydreams and in “frivolous” activity, sometimes even resorting to drug use or other options that allow festering impulse energy to be dissipated.  It is because of the action of impulses that even in the most authoritarian schools runs a constant current of “underlife.” (Guttierez).
	While efforts to repress impulses are doomed to failure, they nonetheless generally succeed in inhibiting productive forms of creativity.  People subjected to repression frequently lose capacities for intelligent innovation.  This is why members of traditional societies often cling to the way things have “always” been, even as the world inevitably changes around them.  Instead of experiencing impulses as indicators of their own unique preferences and desires, they increasingly treat them as internal enemies of the “status quo” self.  Of course, impulses always find ways to express themselves.  But even if the imaginations of the repressed run wild in dreams, they no longer know how to connect these visions to coherent, thoughtful, creative action.  At best, their impulses may explode out, at times, in chaotic activity or even violence.  Again, this tendency to destroy capacities for creative engagement is especially evident in authoritarian forms of schooling.  It is because of their efforts to “mechanize” children, Dewey complained, that schools play a key part in fostering the development of people who are increasingly helpless, unable to respond intelligently to change. 
	The basic point that is that children are always actively engaged in understanding their environments, and that efforts to repress this create pathologies was clear in all of Dewey’s educational writings.  In his discussions in HNC, however, Dewey went farther than this.  In essence, he argued that because of the natural operations of impulses, children are natural experimental in their interactions.  It is, he explicitly stated, because the young are “not as yet subject to the full impact of established customs,” that “their life of impulsive activity [remains] vivid, flexible, experimenting, curious” (89, italics mine).  Here, capacities for experimental engagement are not seen as created by culture--they are not described as socially acquired habits (although culture can refine this tendency).  Instead this tendency is automatic unless culture damages or destroys it by preventing impulses from engaging with the specifics of each child’s experience.  It is for this reason, Dewey noted, that the relatively “unformed activities of childhood and youth,” always--in every culture and context--contain “possibilities of a better life for the community.”  We are right, then, to “envy children” for “their love of new experiences . . . [and] their intentness in extracting the last drop of significance from each situation” (71), as long, at least, as this love remains unspoiled by the strictures of society.
	It is of course true that the natural, fluid openness to possibility and experimental tendencies of children will rarely, if ever, approach the structured, stepwise process of action and reflection that Dewey sought.  Left to their own devices, children will still not recreate algebra or biology or cooking practices by themselves.  Without careful guidance, children will learn only haphazardly, if at all, how things are connected to each other in a modern world where these interactions have become increasingly distant from the day to day life of their local community.  
	On a more basic level, however, Dewey’s acknowledgement in HNC of the naturally experimental tendencies of youth complicates and nuances his dismissive critique of “false” progressives in E&E.  Even if they are left largely alone to develop in their own ways, HNC implies, it is at least possible that students in some “false” progressive contexts will naturally be more sensitive, inquiring, engaged, and questioning than children in traditional schools or children raised in relatively repressive cultural contexts.  One could imagine, at least, that they might retain (or, in the case of Summerhill, as we will see) regain many of the capacities for active learning and for experimentally appropriating and transforming knowledge and practices to serve (and alter) their own developing inclinations and desires that Dewey and the teachers worked so hard to teach students in the Laboratory School.  
Of course, this couldn’t happen if you simply left children without any supports in society as it was and is, since it was just this traditional society that tended to suppress the potentials of impulses.  You couldn’t just leave children alone, as Dewey argued the false progressives were doing in E&E.  But you might be able to envision a form of “free” education that looked radically different than what Dewey developed that still might nurture the emergence of critical, creative thinkers.  And this, I will argue, is what the more sophisticated members of the Free Schools Movement did.  In his educational writings, Dewey made clear his conviction that these natural capacities for learning and experimenting were quite limited by themselves.  In past and present societies, he argued, social strictures quickly distorted them, treating impulses as the enemy.  Instead of using impulses as tools for more authentic engagement with the environment, people found ways to dissipate them through unproductive forms of leisure and illicit activity.  Furthermore, the natural “experimentalism” of children was relatively uncoordinated and unpredictable.  While childish play involved exploration, children possessed few tools for coalescing what they learned systematically into formal structures of knowledge.  And while Dewey acknowledged that all children adapted the social practices of adults to fit their emerging understandings of the world, these adaptations seemed to him, on the whole, to be relatively marginal.  And these limitations of were especially problematic in an increasingly complex and interconnected modern society.
	When children arrived in Dewey’s Laboratory School, their natural capacities for learning had already been distorted by their interactions with society the way it was, and while they studied there children would constantly be contending with the limitations of social strictures in their experiences outside the school.  While these children retained tendencies for engaging curiously with their environment, they were also burdened with many impulses that were unconnected to productive activity, that were simply dissipated through outbursts and daydreams.  Starting with and seeking to draw out and strengthen these children’s natural tendencies for experimentation, then, Dewey and the teachers worked constantly to capture more and more of children’s impulse energy and sublimate it through increasingly structured processes of scientific thinking and collaborative activity.  In other words, from the perspective of the Laboratory School and Dewey’s educational writings, the natural capacities of children were important not as ends to be protected from damage, but instead as starting points of more sophisticated capacities for engagement that would not simply emerge by themselves but must be tended, as a gardener tends and helps to guide, but does not entirely determine, the growth of a plant.  

Goodman: Impulses in Gestalt Therapy
	Goodman’s writings in the 1960s were built on the foundation of a sophisticated model of human psychology that he had developed in the early 1950s in Gestalt Therapy in collaboration with Frederick Perls and Ralph Hefferline. Note on authorship of GT  In many ways, Growing Up Absurd was simply a logical extension of this earlier work.  And while the gestalt therapy looked to Freud and his followers (like Wilhelm Reich and Perls himself) more than to Dewey, in many ways it embodied a vision of “human nature” strikingly similar to Dewey’s in Human Nature and Conduct.  As his biographer, Taylor Stoehr argued, Gestalt Therapy "was not superseded in Goodman's thought by New Left politics, but rather served as that politics' grounding in a theory of human nature and face-to-face community" implying a society of "ongoing group therapy" distributed through many interrelated, local, authentic communities” (ST 266).  While Neill did not explore the nuances of human nature in such detail, as will become clear below, his practice at Summerhill largely agreed with the outlines of Goodman’s vision.
	As Dewey had in HNC, GT argued that humans are driven to grapple with the world by the constant upwelling of what it called “emotions,” or “impulses” (GT, 215).  It was GT stated, in the basic nature of human impulses to seek engagement with the unique complexities and contingencies the environment.  And this impulse “energy” could not be eliminated or simply wished away.  If it was not allowed to express itself, somehow, it would necessarily build up inside people.  While there were, of course, subtle differences between their specific understandings of impulses, then, GT’s description of the function of impulses in humans was very close to Dewey’s.  
	It is doubtful that many free schoolers actually read GT.  Nonetheless, many of the key convictions free school writers and practitioners shared about what counted as “healthy” human beings and about what “healthy” pedagogy looked like were grounded, explicitly or implicitly, on its basic vision of human nature (Miller).  
	Most importantly, as it had for Dewey, GT’s model of human nature painted a picture of all human beings from their earliest moments as active, experimental learners.   The smallest babies, in this vision, are engaged in a constant effort to appropriate and transform the social practices and materials around them to fit their emerging needs and desires, constantly trying out particular actions and learning from the results.  Unless this ability is damaged by an inhospitable world, then humans are perfectly capable of “self-organizing” and “self-regulating” themselves, of essentially guiding their own development (e.g., GT, 111 & 247; ??2ndry 257), developing and expanding their creative capacities and their sensitivities to the nuances of their environment (GT, 421).  And this was true with respect to human interaction as well.
	As usual, Neill didn’t provide a theory of impulses to compare with Dewey’s and Goodman’s.  Nonetheless, a quite similar understanding of human nature and human potential emerges quite clearly in his writings.  For example, Neill shared their basic vision of the inherent creativity of children and the dangers inherent in social structures that try to prevent the expression of children’s desires.  Even more than Goodman, Neill had faith that as long as children grew up within an authentic and vibrant face-to-face community, described below, they would ultimately develop into healthy adults.  

Oppression, Impulses, and Social Class
	Despite these similarities, the form of education championed by Dewey, and Goodman and Neill, diverged in significant, often seemingly radical ways.  A crucial reason for this divergence, I believe, resulted from their very different conceptions of the nature of oppression in modern society.  In other words, Dewey and the free schoolers came up with different forms of education because these different approaches were designed to respond to very different social problems.  As I show in this section, while Dewey was worried about the oppression of the less privileged in society and with the restriction of broad-based democratic participation, the free schoolers were worried more about themselves, about what they saw as the increasingly oppressed status of the middle-class.  

Those Who Think and Those Who Work
	Although Dewey often discussed the vast social and material changes that had come with modernity, he generally stressed continuities in the forms of oppression and inequality dominant in modern and pre-modern times.  In both ages, he argued, most people have been initiated into regimented social practices that don’t allow much critical, creative thought.  
	He understood that everyone in society is not subjected to the same level of oppression.  Dewey often framed these differences on a “class” model (D&E).  Throughout history, he argued, those nearest the top of the social ladder have been given more opportunities to think and plan.  In contrast, those at the bottom have generally been perceived as closer to the “animal,” as less capable of complex thought.  These people are not supposed to think for themselves--their main function in society is to carry out the directives of those at the top.  One could see much the same pattern in the distant past in the distinction between nobles and serfs and in his present, for example, in the distinction between factory workers and the engineers who told them what to do.  And a similar pattern tended to play out in upper and lower class schools.  Upper- and middle-class students were generally provided at least some opportunity for creative and critical thought, since it will be their task to rule and guide the development of their society.  Lower-class students, in contrast, were generally subjected to especially regimented school contexts--in large part because it is their place to be ruled and told what to do (see Anyon).  To some extent, Dewey’s educational model was designed to eliminate these class-based intellectual distinctions.  He wanted everyone to have the power to control their own working lives, and he wanted to develop a democracy within which everyone’s voice would be heard and taken into account in planning the evolution of the larger society.  
	Simply providing people on the bottom with the opportunities provided to those at the top was not enough, however.  Even those who had been allowed to “think” in the past and in his present remained largely trapped within the social practices that had been provided to them.  The naturally creative and inquisitive capacities of children were generally suppressed in all classes in favor of the status quo.  Even if they had not been, these “natural” tendencies were not very sophisticated compared to the more sophisticated practices of scientific thinking that had been developed in recent years.  Only when everyone was initiated into these new scientific capacities would society begin to escape from the domination of status quo society and begin to intelligently plan together for a better society.
	Teaching children to engage in collaborative democracy, then, was not simply an effort to empower those few with access to Deweyan pedagogy.  Instead, by helping children understand that they could learn from anyone, that their community was always better if they opened space for others to participate equally in efforts to promote the common good, Dewey sought to teach those at the top and at the bottom that the system of hierarchy, itself, was destructive.  In other words, a central goal of the Laboratory School was to teach students, through their participation in joint efforts with others, to repudiate central aspects of the class system that gave some intellectual privilege. Dewey understood that this was a long-term project, that the established habits of a particular society were extremely difficult to change.  

Goodman, Neurosis, and the Predicament of the Middle Class
	Unlike Dewey, who stressed the continuity between processes of regimentation and social control in modern and pre-modern communities, Goodman and the other writers of his time who most influenced the free schoolers focused on discontinuities between these times.  While Dewey did look at times to earlier forms of village life for visions of a more intimate and sociable world (see P&P), Goodman was much more nostalgic than Dewey about what had been lost in the shift to modernity.  In pre-modern communal societies, he argued, people were generally able to find their “callings,” social roles that provided them with productive avenues for developing at least some of their unique capacities while participating in the daily life of the community.  While people in such contexts faced many social constraints, compared with those rampant in modern society these were, he thought, relatively loose.  Furthermore, because social control operated mostly on a personal, face-to-face level, there were often opportunities for adjustment to individual nuances.  Finally, there were many spaces and opportunities in such communities for unused impulse energy to be dissipated in a range of rich, interactive activities instead of building up within people.  
	With modernity, however, had come what he and others referred to as a “technocracy,” in which increasing numbers of individuals were caught within a sophisticated social machine that allowed few avenues for individuality, creativity, rich relationships, or satisfying and productive labor.  Radical intellectuals like Goodman argued that “democracy” in America, to the extent that it had ever existed, was increasingly giving “way to technocracy--a social order that maintains stability and control by fitting human ‘resources’ into appropriately predefined institutional niches” (Miller, p. 10).  Increasingly, modern society had given way to an “organized system” that had “decided all possibilities beforehand” (GU p. 129); everything that was seemed like it had to be.  
	In part, Goodman argued that this system was made possible by the loss of rich local communities.  Echoing Dewey’s own earlier arguments in his Public and Its Problems, Goodman argued that modern society, had “grown out of human scale,” its inter-relationships becoming enormously complex and distant from local experience.  With this new comprehensive system of modernity came a loss of room for individuality.  The only way to succeed was to play the roles the system expected of one.  On the job and in the schools and on the street, what children learned that what was important were the roles they should play.  They learned that for “the mass of our citizens in all classes . . . life is inevitably routine, depersonalized, venally graded; that it is best to toe the mark and shut up; that there is no place for spontaneity, open sexuality, free spirit” (GU23).  Similarly, when young adults became employees, they discovered “that the social roles are entirely learned and artificial,” and any feelings that fall outside these roles should remain “private,” often seeming even “freakish” to themselves (GU148).  Goodman and others became convinced that “as our organized society perfects itself, there is less ‘open’ environment” (GU129).  It became increasingly hard to find “some open space, some open economy, some open mores, some activity free from regulation cartes d’identite.”  Increasingly, society seemed to have “decided all possibilities beforehand and have structured them,” becoming “too tightly integrated” and pre-empting “all the available space, materials, and methods” (GU, 129).
	In such a society, Goodman argued, there were no “real” goals to strive for.  Prior to the coming of modernity, more people had “vocations,” they saw themselves as belonging and contributing something important to their communities.  But work had increasingly become “determined not by the nature of the task but by the role, the rules, the status, and the salary; and all these, then,” become “what a man is” (Gu145).  In the modern organization, people run a rat race in a closed room.  They can’t escape because they see no where else to go, no one else to be (see GU 160).  In this world, it becomes impossible to even imagine coherent alternatives to the status quo.
	In fact, there was no one even to complain to about this situation.  In earlier forms of bureaucracy, however restrictive, there were always channels of control, specific persons one could identify that had the power to influence its actions.  The technocratic “system,” however, “exists only in the bland front of its brand-name products and advertising.”  Thus, “there is no knowing how it is run or who determines.”  “It is in these circumstances,” Goodman argued, “that young persons grow up convinced that everything is done with mirrors, by 'influence.'  Not even the personal influence of nepotism, but something more like the astrological influence of the planets.”  Any “sense of initiative, [or] causality” is destroyed, and possibilities for individual or collective agency destroyed (GU, 88).
	Goodman believed that Deweyan progressives had not understood the true challenge of the new modes of social control that modernity had brought with it.  “These philosophers,” he noted,
failed to predict that precisely with the success of managers, technicians, and organized labor, the 'achieved' values of efficient abundant production, social harmony, and one popular culture would produce even more devastatingly the things they did not want: an abstract and inhuman physical environment, a useless economy, a caste system, a dangerous conformity, a trivial and sensational leisure. (GU, 80).
Because the social challenges that education must meet are now significantly different than the ones described by earlier progressives, like Dewey, Goodman argued that “authentic progressive education” must now move “in to new territory altogether” (GU, 45).  In other words, Goodman believed that Dewey’s model of progressive education must be pragmatically evolved, as Dewey himself had argued, to meet new conditions that Dewey did not understand, even if this evolution took a path that Dewey, himself, probably would have rejected.
	Schools, of course, are a key component of this system.  In school Goodman complained, “the mass of our citizens in all classes learn that life is inevitably routine, depersonalized, venally graded; that it is best to toe the mark and shut up; that there is no place for spontaneity, open sexuality, free spirit” (GU 23).  Schools only seemed more civilized with the elimination of corporal punishment and other overt forms of repression.  For at the same time, “ideological exposure . . . [became] unusually swamping, systematic, and thorough.”  “This is education [today, then:] . . . mis-education, socializing to national norms and regimenting to the national ‘needs’ (CME23).  Increasingly controlled by bureaucracy and testing regimes, schools become increasingly quiescent servants of technocracy.  What “this all adds up to [is] brainwashing” with four key components:
(a) a uniform world-view, 
(b) the absence of any viable alternative, 
(c) confusion about the relevance of one’s own experience and feelings, and 
(d) a chronic anxiety, so that one clings to the one world-view as the only security [because there appear to be no alternatives to the status quo].  (GU, 67)
	At times, Goodman seems to acknowledge that any simple return to the “local,” recreating local, face-to-face village communities of the past, would solve little.  As the discussion, above, indicates, the problem is not simply the loss of the local, but a larger system that doesn’t allow locals to perform the kind of functions they had in the past.  Yet Goodman and other free schoolers nonetheless generally looked to the recreation of vibrant local enclaves where individuals might flourish more authentically as their most important goal.  Like other free schoolers, Goodman often seemed to hold a somewhat nostalgic view of the “co-operative” community of the pre-modern village society (GU, 110)”
	Unlike previous societies, which depended on identifiable authority and its own looseness for its continuing existence, then, modern society, had come increasingly to depend on internalized self-control in its citizens.  While citizens of pre-modern and modern society both tended to treat unused impulses as internal enemies, in modern society avenues for dissipating these “free” impulses were increasingly becoming closed off.  The key indicator of this new domination by no one, Goodman and his colleagues argued in GT, was the increasing dominance of what it called “neuroses” in the personalities of modern citizens.  
	Because impulse energy remains unless it is expressed, energy must be constantly expended to keep an impulse bottled up.  When the suppression of a particular impulse becomes relatively permanent, when it becomes an essentially unconscious automatic process, gestalt therapy argued, it becomes a “neurosis.”  Each “neurosis,” then, represents an ongoing conflict with oneself.  The mere existence of neuroses, gestalt therapy emphasized, however, is not a problem, nor is the mechanism of the neurosis a new phenomenon.  Throughout human history the emergence of neuroses has often represented a quite healthy response to dangerous contexts, preventing people from acting inappropriately.  
	In modern technocracy, however, neuroses were increasingly becoming the central tool of human domination.  The “system” taught people to respond to every impulse as dangerous at all times.  In schools, from the media, in the family, on the job, modern citizens learned to “choke” themselves off, preventing the expression of those parts of themselves that allow them to engage with their environment, losing contact with the emotions that would otherwise orient them in the world.  In this way, the well-socialized modern individual had become a full “neurotic” with a “hair-trigger sensitivity to [the] danger” of their own emotions, constantly creating new neuroses “when he could safely relax.” (GT, 294).    
	Perhaps most problematically, because the workings of neuroses quickly become automatic, the modern neurotic individual became increasingly unaware of the ways she was inhibiting herself; she “forgot” that she was the one “doing the inhibiting” as the inhibition became “routine” (gtx).  While people constantly felt a vague sense of their incompleteness, of the insufficiency of their lives, they had lost tools for identifying the problem and addressing it.  Instead, they simply carried on, day to day, doing what society expected from them, numb to the richness of the world around them and to possibilities for acting differently.  Their own personalities, their “soul” (in Foucault’s terms) increasingly became a prison of their own making. 
	While Dewey and Goodman shared core beliefs about the workings of impulses as a core component of pre-social human nature, then, they disagreed about how modern society distorted impulse expression.  From Dewey’s perspective, the major challenge of modernity was largely the same as it had been in earlier regimented societies.  Simply stated, in the past and in Dewey’s present the general failure to provide useful outlets for impulse energy led to the continual development of individuals who were forced to find illicit and unproductive or explosive and often destructive avenues for releasing the pressure that constantly built up within them.  Informed by gestalt therapy, Goodman argued that the dominant form of oppression under modernity, the neurosis, was radically different than it had been in the past.  
	This divergence in their understandings of modernity, a difference that Goodman attributed to his belief that technocracy only began to emerge with real strength near the end of Dewey’s writing career, led to very different evaluations of the working of social class.  Dewey argued that upper- and middle-class members of society have, throughout history, generally been allowed much more freedom of thought and action than those on the bottom who were supposed to do what they were told.  Furthermore, those at the top were always provided with more material goods and leisure than the working-class and the poor.  With his theory of technocracy, however, Goodman essentially reversed this gradient of control.  While Dewey’s vision might have been accurate in the past, with the coming of the technocracy, social “success” increasingly came with subjection to intensified systems of control.  It was the people at the top and not those at the bottom that were most oppressed.
	It is important to emphasize that in GU and elsewhere Goodman was generally careful not to romanticize the position of the poor and the working class in modernity.  He understood  that “a major pressing problem of our society is the defective structure of the economy that advantages the upper middle-class and excludes the lower class" (CME 8).  And he acknowledged that “a major pressing problem of our society is the defective structure of the economy that advantages the upper middle-class and excludes the lower class."  From his perspective, those at the economic bottom of society faced a terrible choice: either they remained poor and marginal to the larger society, or the would need to subject themselves more fully to the “system” through advancement into the middle class.
	Despite this effort to acknowledge that all levels of society experienced deprivation under modernity, however, lurking within Goodman’s general argument was a clear sense--mostly implicit but sometimes explicit--that those on the bottom were somehow more “free” than those on the top.  In contrast with the numb neurotics who had been fully incorporated into the technocratic system, those outside the system could at least experience some freedom of impulse expression.  In fact, Goodman once argued that “at present in the United states, students--middle-class youth--are the major exploited class.”  His point was not that these students suffered in any material sense but instead that their “powers and time of life are used for other people’s purposes” much more efficiently than were the powers of the working class who experienced much cruder forms of control.  However, he worried that in some ways the fact that middle-class college students “are also pampered,” actually makes their situation more difficult, since this “confuses them in their exploitation” (G in NYRB).  In other words, while the poor also suffer, the suffering of the middle- and upper-classes is much more insidious and difficult to address, in part because it is often difficult for those oppressed to identify exactly what it is that is bothering them. 
	This tendency to focus on the problems of the middle-class was intensified by a belief common among relatively privileged free schools proponents that the elimination of material want was just around the corner.  The apparently endless productivity of the 1950s and 1960s led Goodman and others to assertions that, in retrospect, seem almost absurd.  For example, Goodman pointed to the emergence of quiz shows on television as evidence that there was so much money lying around that it had become an economic necessity to find ways of giving it away (GU27quote).  Soon, Goodman and similar intellectuals of his time believed, there would be no real reason for people to work very much, creating an enormous problem for people who didn’t know what to do with their leisure time, who didn’t know how to occupy themselves if they were not serving the system.  In other words, everyone was inexorably becoming middle class (see Roszack, 10).  Poverty, from this perspective, was simply an artifact of technocracy, maintaining unnecessary inequality amidst abundance that forced most people to work their lives away even though there was no real need for such work.  It made sense, then, that Goodman and many other alienated interpreters of the 1960s saw the predicament of the middle-class neurotic, variously described, as the central political problem of their time (see roszack 13).  Fighting poverty, finding common cause with the poor seemed like yesterday’s fight.  The important challenge was the one faced by the relatively privileged. Other radical intellectuals of the time were not as reticent as Goodman about emphasizing the comparative freedom and, in some cases, the cultural superiority of those who were most oppressed in modern America.  Friedenberg was perhaps the most overt with his celebration of the quickly disappearing role of the “gentleman.”  Unlike the organization men that dominated his time, in the past 
gentlemen were not parasites; they had a social function as defenders and exemplars of liberty, properly called civil.  These were the people who really did have middle class values in the sense of keeping their word, doing their job as they understood it, and having too much confidence in their present position in life to wish to evacuate it in quest of a better one. (F240)
In other words, becoming a “gentlemen” represented the true calling of the middle class that was progressively lost amidst modernity.  Because of their drive for success amidst modern technocracy, the role of the gentleman had largely disappeared among mainstream whites.  Only on the margins of society could one still find remnants of this heroic character.  For example, while “few Negroes in our society have been permitted to become gentlemen, a large portion of such few gentlemen who survive are Negroes.”  There remained a few regal blacks, like Martin Luther King, who were still capable of exhibiting an “aristocratic bearing” “primarily because they have been excluded from the pettier temptations of the opportunity structure.”  This, apparently, was an important benefit of systematic racism and discrimination.  It simply “hasn’t been worth their [negroes’] while to sell out; and by the time they [negroes] reach maturity they can no longer be offered what they know they are worth.”  And, in fact, “there have been enough exceptions in public life to suggest that granted equally degrading conditions,” i.e. positions of success within the “system,” “Negroes are no better than whites” (F240).
	The clear implication of Friedenberg’s argument is that integration and assimilation of African Americans is a bad idea that will destroy many of the last examples of heroic individualism still extant in a technocratic America, simply creating “yet another wave of presumptuous, conscientious minor functionaries who will be the more oppressive for having been worse insulted” by the poor parody of success that is the fate of all who enter the modern “system” (f241).  Thus, while it is understandable that “most negro leaders would doubtless be proud to relinquish their moral advantage for the sake of widespread opportunity and greater social equity,” “there may be a real conflict of interest here between what the Negro leadership wants and the nation needs from it.”  And this argument leads Friedenberg to the astonishing, but quite logical conclusion that eliminating racism and discrimination may actually be a bad idea.  “If effective,” the civil rights movement “will squander the last aristocratic element that might have countervailed, however feebly, against the severe and debilitating  demosis that now cripples our culture” (F243).  Instead, he appears to recommend that African American leaders to cling to their degradations so some small number of them might continue to “remind us,” e.g., successful members of the middle class, “of what dignity is” (F242).  Of course, it would be better if the oppression of African Americans could be swept away without contributing to the ascendancy of technocracy.  But since Friedenberg saw no clear way to accomplish this, assimilation, desegregation, and the elimination of Jim Crow seemed too dangerous.  
	Friedenberg’s argument, it is important to stress, was not some lunatic outlier.  What he stated so baldly were simply the logical implications of the model of modern oppression developed by Goodman and other fellow travelers during that decade.  As I will show in the next chapter, this underlying argument seemed to contribute to the tendency even of college students who had some personal experience of the horrors of southern racism to equate their own position of banal privilege with the oppression of desperately poor black sharecroppers in the South.
	While Neill, as usual, did not expound these kind of elaborate social theories.  In fact, Croal argued that “Neill’s view of the world outside Summerhill was often a simplistic one” (320).  It is important to understand, however, that nearly all of his work was with the children of the middle class. The exception to this was his early work with Homer Lane who developed an effective “unconditional regard” strategy when working with juvenile delinquents.  As a private boarding school, Summerhill could only take the children of those whose families could pay, although few of these families were upper class.  There are even indications that Neill actually preferred children from these backgrounds.  He noted, apparently without irony, for example, that “our successes are always those whose homes were good” (33, italics added; see 116). Summerhill, then, appeared to serve children best (and be able to deal with children) who arrived imbued with a particular culture, a particular form of "cultural capital" (Bourdieu, 1998).  Like Goodman and other free schoolers, he believed that the “school system ‘had the political aim of keeping people down,’ and of turning them in to wage slaves” (Croal, 222-3).  He was uninterested in “prosperity” or in efforts to make a living and seemed more worried about the dangers of wealth than the dangers of poverty (345).  To the extent he had a politics at all, it echoed the concerns of anti-technocrats like Goodman, more afraid of the deadening effect of success than the fear of material want.  Echoing other free schools proponents (like Friedenberg), he even noted that he was “disappointed in desires of blacks that ‘their one idea was to get a white man’s education” (Croal, 227).  In any case, Neill’s was an educational model developed with and for the children of the middle class, and after his early years he never made any effort to branch out beyond this group.  And in Britain, just as in the United States, “only the middle class paid attention” to his writings (Hemmings, 134).

The Ideal Individual: Deliberative Scientist or Performance Artist?
	As a result of their different understandings of the challenges faced by modern society, Dewey and the free schoolers developed very different perspectives on the kinds of social practices they hoped education might foster.  Dewey’s ideal was that of the deliberative, everyday “scientist,” who constantly engaged in efforts to understand the workings and relationships of the world around her.  Goodman and Neill, in contrast, developed an ideal that looks much more like a “performance artist,” dancing fluidly in response to the complexities and contingencies she encounters in the material and social world.  As usual, below I try to show how these ideals are not as different from each other as they might appear, representing two poles of a common continuous vision of human nature and society. 

Dewey and the Deliberative Scientist
	Dewey argued that effective pedagogy would direct the natural curiosity and impulsive energy of children into more systematic practices of engagement with other people and the world around them.  In his famous Laboratory School, for example, Dewey and the teachers provided challenges for the children to overcome, carefully monitoring their activity and imperceptibly guiding them along paths of discovery that would lead them, slowly, towards established forms of disciplinary knowledge.  At the same time, teachers initiated students into a basic process of “scientific” investigation.
	This “everyday” model of science followed a relatively set series of steps.  Faced with a challenge, children were encouraged to conceptualize the “kind” of problem they were faced with.  Then they would imagine the kinds of possible solutions they might try out, thinking about the possible consequences of each.  Finally, they would choose one solution to try out and evaluate the effects of their action.  With the new information from this first attempt, if the problem was not solves, they would then go through the same sequence again.  In actual practice, of course, this process was often a great deal messier than this.  But throughout it all, the teachers worked to help students fit their activity into this general pattern.
	The justification for this “scientific” approach to problems was grounded, as I have described earlier, in a key Deweyan distinction between conscious, deliberative thought and habitual, routine action.  Most of the time, Dewey argued, actors are immersed in the flow of their activity.  A pianist plays a piano, for example, without consciously “thinking” about every note.  In fact, if a pianist tried to actually think about what she was doing, to logically plan each movement, consciously “deciding” to play each note, she would quickly discover she was no longer able to play at all.  The wondrous flow of music would deteriorate into the jerky plinking of a novice.  In the best sense, then, our learned habits often represent capacities for quite complex and flexible engagements with our environment.  Habits are limited, however, in their ability to respond to novelty.  When we encounter a problem that our habits cannot handle, we must emerge from the “flow” and think consciously about how to solve it.  When a key sticks, for example, a pianist often must shift from habitual activity to conscious deliberation on possible solutions.  Only after the problem is solved (by changing the piano, or her own playing, or both) can she re-immerse herself in the activity of playing.  It is conscious deliberative thought in Dewey’s model, then, that allows agents to alter either the world or one’s own habits in such a way that engaged activity becomes possible again, allowing actors to shift back into the “flow.”
	Dewey’s model of everyday “scientific” engagement, therefore, focused on the transition between engagement in the activity of the world and deliberative activity that removes one, to some extent, from this ongoing activity so that one might conceptualize and consider what one is doing in more abstract terms.  To some extent, a Deweyan approach to education seeks to provide students with strategies for effectively managing this necessary shift between routine and conscious action.  While Dewey certainly understood that both forms of engagement lie on a continuum, and that people can operate on many different points on this continuum, Dewey’s educational theory generally framed these two states as relatively distinct and different from each other.  
	For the purposes of this paper, it is helpful to use Dewey’s discussions of how progressive teachers can use child play to nurture habits of deliberation.  Dewey understood that there was learning going on in all kinds of interactive and individual play.  However, he argued that this learning was mostly “incidental,” and worried that “play tends to reproduce and reaffirm the crudities, as well as the excellencies of surrounding adult life.”  In the truly progressive school, he believed that teachers would use children’s interest in play to foster the development of more mature skills of engagement and understanding.  “It is,” he declared, “the business of the school to set up an environment in which play and work shall be conducted with reference to facilitating desirable mental and moral growth” (196).  One of the key problems with unmonitored play, he noted, was that while playing children are “trying to do or effect something,” they don’t tend to maintain a concerted focus on particular goals.  What education can do is to help children hold to their aim “with some persistence” which will necessarily increase “as the contemplated result is complex and requires a fairly long series of intermediate adaptations” (203).  Simply allowing children to release themselves in their imagination, building “castles in the air” he worried simply allows them to turn “impulse away from useful production” of coherent works of art, for example (HNC, 113).  
Intellectual maturity in Dewey’s vision, then, involves the development of increasing capacities for engaging in such long-term productive projects.  And it is only by helping students shift between ongoing action and deliberation that will allow them to make coherent adjustments in this activity, that such projects become possible.  Educators who fail to do this, who simply allow children to play without helping them develop this capacity are, Dewey argued, disloyal “to the principle of experience itself” since this failure to intercede leaves children unable to actually achieve the coherent goals towards which the relatively unfocused activity of play is constantly grasping for. Central to Dewey’s complaint against the Liberationists, then, was that they generally failed to grasp and make use of the opportunities provided by the ongoing activity of children in play.  And it was only those who were initiated into this complex practice of deliberative activity who would be able to participate in the intelligent improvement of their communities and the larger society.  

Goodman and Neill and the Performance Artist
	Central to the vision of an authentically mature human being in GT was a capacity for a healthy “spontaneity.”  GT described this as complex dance of engagement with one’s environment, neither "directive nor self-directive, nor . . . being carried along essentially disengaged.”  Such a person is “discovering-and-inventing as one goes along, engaged and accepting."  The actor is "not merely . . . artisan or artifact but growing in" the situation (GT 376).  There is some level of consciousness of self, here, and what GT terms a limited “healthy deliberateness,” that "is aware of certain interests, perceptions, and motions in order to concentrate with a simpler unity elsewhere."  However, the primary experience is one of absorbed engagement (GT 379) because Goodman and his co-authors believed that a "timid deliberativeness" leaves one unable to fully engage with "novelty" (GT 246).
	Goodman understood that human beings cannot realistically avoid dealing with the routine aspects of their day-to-day lives with "automatic" habits that conserve "time and energy" and that free "conscious attention" to "deal with what is novel and routine" (GT, 35 & 259).  And he acknowledged the importance of employing the kind of focused, conscious deliberateness stressed by Dewey when dealing with especially difficult challenges.  Much like Dewey’s everyday “scientist,” then, it is inevitable that children will frequently be forced to confront limitations in their present habits, “destructing” and then “reconstructing” these habits in an effort to regain immersion in an ongoing flow of “gestalt” engagement.   But while Dewey generally framed the difference between immersion in habitual activity and emergence into conscious thought as a dichotomy, emphasizing the importance of sober deliberation in the face of significant challenges, Goodman and Neill were most interested in teaching people how to dwell in the space between the extremes of habitual and conscious engagement.  They celebrated possibilities for creative engagement amidst immersion "in" activity.  
	They promoted a developmental path much different from Dewey's, then, rejecting what they saw as the excessive "deliberateness" of adults in modern society, contrasting what they saw as a modern obsession with deliberation with the "spontaneity, earnestness and playfulness, and direct expression of feeling" characteristic of young children (GT, 246).  It is important to emphasize that this was not simply an anything goes philosophy, or an argument for pure expressivisim.  Goodman understood that "if we are out of touch with reality, our abortive bursts of spontaneity are indeed likely to miss the mark" (GT, 246).  He argued, however, that it is possible to develop a healthy "spontaneity" that is constantly responsive to the real complexities of one's context--a kind of moment-to-moment experimental attitude.  “Act spontaneously,” he advised in an effort to explain this necessary balance, only if you can “be, by study and reflection, the kind of person who can trust himself to act spontaneously” (cited in W6).  While this approach involves some level of self-consciousness and reflection, it is a limited "healthy deliberateness" that "is aware of certain interests, perceptions, and motions [only] in order to concentrate with a simpler unity elsewhere."  Thus, “the primary experience" Goodman sought a kind of flexible, "absorbed engagement" (GT, 379).  If Dewey's fully enlightened individual was the deliberative, experimental, everyday "scientist," then, gestalt therapy's ideal person, while maintaining Dewey’s sense of life as an ongoing experiment, might be described as a "performance artist," deeply connected to the fullness of her environment, spontaneously but sensitively intervening in and adapting to the moment-realities she encounters.
	Given these very different aims, the free school emphasis on unconstrained self-development makes a lot more sense, reflecting their conviction that, unlike Dewey’s process of deliberative thought, such a graceful dance with the world cannot be taught but only allowed to emerge and sheltered from the damaging influence of a technocratic society bent on the elimination of freedom and creativity.  In other words, their almost fanatic defense of the “natural” reflected more than a simplistic ideology of purity.  Instead, among more sophisticated thinkers, it represented one part of a larger set of strategies meant to lead to the development of a very particular kind of self in their children.  And it represented a very calculated response to the particular form of oppression they believed dominated modern society.  
	Goodman and Neill understood that a “free” school must provide a special kind of “educational” space for children.  Children must, for example, be provided with a place of safety for their self-exploration, since it is the chronic “emergency” of modern life that drives the emergence of neurotic personalities.  Within this general environment of protection and support, however, they argued that parents should essentially allow children to fulfill their emerging desires.  The natural, “animal expression” of children by itself, they believed, was enough to ensure healthy development (N cited in G).    From this perspective, Goodman argued, even efforts to forcibly toilet train children could result in “a diminishing of force, grace, discrimination, intellect, [and] feeling,” leading them to “become too obedient and lacking in initiative, or impractically careful and squeamish” (GU, 5).  Thus, parents should not try to control their children much, letting them choose what they wish to engage with (GU, 110).  While Goodman understood that some "inhibition . . . is necessary,” he called readers to “remember that to the extent we agree to situations in which self-regulation rarely operates, to that extent we must be content to life with diminished energy and brightness” (GT, 275).  Thus, as Neill emphasized, “self-regulation implies much selflessness in the parents” (FC52; 60).  As I note below in my discussion of social learning, this period of parental selflessness does not last very long.  Quite soon children must learn to adapt themselves and respond to the real and often opposed needs of others in their world.  In the beginning, however, Goodman and Neill believed that too little indulgence was more damaging than too little.  
	The goal, here, it is important to reemphasize, was not to allow the emergence of some pre-given personality in children.  Instead, like Dewey, Goodman and Neill envisioned a complex process of interaction with and learning from the world.  They believed that it was important not to distort the developing impulsive activities of children because, when left free, these allow children to engage experimentally with their moment-to-moment experiences, intervening in and adapting to the myriad shifting aspects of their environment.  
	And neither Goodman nor Neill rejected the need for more formal instruction as a part of school, although they framed this need somewhat differently.  For his part, Goodman’s pedagogical vision was linked to a nostalgia for the lost “locals” of the past.  He envisioned a return to the master/apprentice model that had once dominated community learning and worker-controlled guilds (W3), contrasting the meaningless functioning of middle-class office workers with the satisfaction of craftspersons who took pride in the creation of useful objects and services.  Goodman also drew aspects of his educational “pedagogy” from gestalt therapy.  From this perspective, the teacher as “therapist” seeks to help children who have already absorbed neuroses from the unhealthiness of modern society understand how they have become the cause of their own anomie.  The goal is to help them to release the energy tied up in their internal civil war for more healthy engagements with their environment.  The teacher/therapist thus provides new situations where a patient’s desires and needs might be expressed, just as the Deweyan teacher provides situations for children to engage in deliberation.  “As the experiment of therapy proceeds, the patient dares more and more to be himself.” GT14 
	Because he was not primarily a teacher or a writer about educational practice, Goodman did not provide many more specifics about what such an educational space would look like.  (Interestingly, one of Goodman’s friends and therapy clients did create a free school, where Goodman’s daughter worked as well, based on Goodman’s theories.  I will discuss in the book chapter this paper will become).  So for practical advice, free schoolers generally turned to Neill (and others, like Holt).  Neill had few recommendations about what might traditionally be seen as “pedagogy,” however.  While he “granted that there are scores of teachers who could show me better methods of teaching than those my school uses,” he emphasized that “they have nothing to give me because we are not going quite the same way” (FC140).  In fact, Neill completely rejected the kind of carefully scaffolded education that Dewey championed.  He attacked progressives “who declare their wish to foster initiative, self-discipline, and so on, but who are still bound by contrary attitudes which have the effect of diminishing the possibility of individual autonomy.”   He complained about 
so-called discovery methods are used, but what is to be ‘discovered’ is already prescribed, and the children are obliged to infer from various clues that the teacher builds into the situation what it is that he wants them to discover. . . .  In many ways, [he argued,] such tactics are more likely to undermine the integrity of children than an openly directive stance, for the more subtly they are applied the more apt they are to obscure from the child the possibility of his own independence, to blur the boundaries between his own decisions and those which are made for him.  It is an insinuation of other values into his psyche rather than a clear presentation of an alternative.  It is the adaptation to education of the apparatus of domination characteristic of the one-dimensional culture that enslaves by erosion rather than by conquest. (cited in 50yrs, 181).  
Neill was “objecting” here “to the assault on the child’s own powers of decision-making that ‘brilliant teaching’ (like clever advertising) involves.”  Thus he “chided” progressives “for their ‘godlike desire to save souls, the resolution to make the world better’” by seeking to remake children in their own image, to fit the model that they had taken it upon themselves to decide was best for society (Hemmings, 74).  Whereas Dewey understood student interests as opportunities for engaging them in increasingly complex forms of learning, Neill felt that “play” should remain just that.  “If a teacher sees children playing with mud, and he therefore improves the shining hour by dilating on river bank erosion, what end has he in view?” he asked.  “Who cares about coast or river erosion?”  In fact, Neill’s fears about potential manipulation led him to a complete refusal to guide students’ intellectual engagements with the world.  If a student was bored, or had only a vague idea of what to do, it was up to her to figure out what would interest her.
Dewey, of course, would have contested Neill’s description of his method.  He would almost certainly have stressed its democratic and creative scientific aspects.  In a broad sense, however, Dewey was also convinced that children must be led towards established forms of disciplinary knowledge and initiated into practices of science and democracy that were, to one extent or another, predetermined, at least in a specific time and context.  In spirit, at least, then, Neill summary was largely accurate.  
There were classes at Summerhill, just like any school.  Although Neill didn’t pay much attention to them--teachers could basically do what they wanted--they seem generally to have embodied fairly traditional teaching methods.  In this way, “play” remained clearly separated from “education.”  Children knew when adults were trying to “teach” them and were free to resist this whenever it seemed important to them.  In fact, perhaps the most well-known aspect of Summerhill was that children were never forces to attend classes.  Some apparently never attended a single class in their many years of attendance.  Ironically, students at Summerhill often complained about the level of instruction there, and a generally (and surprisingly) approving report after a visit from state inspectors pointed out that students might have attended classes more if they had access to better teachers.  (Neill himself thought he was a quite good math teacher, but the available evidence indicates he was, in fact, horrid). 
Although Neill acknowledged that Summerhill had “failed” with a few students, he defended his laissez faire approach to teaching by arguing that most of students were successful, on their own terms, after they graduated.  He pointed to one student, for example, who never attended any classes but ended up as a quite accomplished wood worker.  And he noted that although it was not unusual for a child to avoid classes for most of her time there, those who decided they wanted to attend college had proved entirely capable of learning everything necessary in the last couple of years before graduation (FC, 34).  If this was true, why oppress children with all those years of suffering?  What, really, was the point?
It is important at this point, however, to return to the issue of social class.  Since Neill only worked with solidly middle-class children, there were some aspects of learning that he simply did not have to worry about.  In most of their homes where most children were almost certainly surrounded by texts and read to on a regular basis.  And the few children who were not would have been immersed in a culture where most read and enjoyed reading for pleasure.  Thus the learning of basic literacy skills was probably not a real problem even for those who stayed away from classes.  Furthermore, these children grew up in contexts where people used a common middle-class language, learning to interact with others--and at school teaching each other to interact--in privileged idioms and learning to take on privileged social roles.  In other words, Summerhill children came to the school--and continued to imbibe while they were there--the rich cultural capital of those who “succeeded” in their society.  Given this, perhaps we should not be surprised that graduates generally encountered few overwhelming academic barriers when they passed from the school into the larger society.  

	Neill’s psychological interventions.  Deal with reality.  

Becoming Social: Collaborative Democracy vs. “Healthy” Engagement

Becoming Deweyan Citizens
	Note: add Dewey and the need to find a “calling” somewhere.

	Dewey continually emphasized that teaching children how to interact socially was just as important as strictly cognitive learning in schools.  In fact, for Dewey any separation of the cognitive and the social was, ultimately, untenable.  Authentically learning to be a scientist, a chef, or a farmer always required capacities for participating in a particular community of practitioners.  Each of these practices could be described as a kind of “game” that one plays with others, involving its own language, meanings, and acceptable and unacceptable “moves” (E&E, 52).  In fact, one of the key problems with traditional forms of schooling was that students tended to encounter only poor simulacra of real practices--memorizing textbook generalizations, for example, instead of learning to engage in scientific investigation.  Students in traditional schools, then, tended to learn only the role of “student” and therefore were equipped only to play similarly restrictive roles when they left.
	If schools wished to participate in the development of a truly democratic society, Dewey argued that they must initiate students into two broad kinds of social practices.  First, because of the disciplinary specialization and spatial isolation of modern society noted above, schools must provide opportunities for students participate in the dominant discursive communities of their time.  Regardless of the current limitations of any practice, even those who wanted to improve it needed to know how to produce arguments and take actions comprehensible to other participants.
	Unless they evidence complete chaos, there are no social contexts that are not bounded by preestablished conventions.  It is for this reason that Dewey argued in E&E that what he understood as liberationist visions of complete individual freedom are, in fact, incomprehensible.  “I take it,” he asserted, “that no one would deny that the ordinary citizen is as a matter of fact subject to a great deal of social control and that a considerable part of this control is not felt to involve restriction of personal freedom.”
Even the theoretical anarchist, whose philosophy commits him to the idea that state or government control is an unmitigated evil, believes that with the abolition of the political state other forms of social control would operate: indeed, his opposition to governmental regulation springs from his belief that other and to him more normal modes of control would operate with abolition of the state. (E&E, 52)
Dewey argued that childhood games provide a good example of this.  These
games involve rules, and these rules order their conduct.  The games do not go on haphazardly or by a succession of improvisations.  without rules there is no game.  If disputes arise there is an umpire to appeal to, or discussion and a kind of arbitration are means to a decision: otherwise the game is broken up and comes to an end.
There are, he noted, a series of generalizations about all practices that we can make from this example.
l	The first is that the rules are a part of the game.  They are not outside of it.  No rules, then no game; different rules, then a different game.  As long as the game goes on with a reasonable smoothness, the players do not feel that they are submitting to external imposition but that they are playing the game.  
l	In the second place an individual may at times feel that a decision isn't fair and he may even get angry.  But he is not objecting to a rule but to what he claims is a violation of it, to some one-sided and unfair action.  
l	In the third place, the rules, and hence the conduct of the game, are fairly standardized.  There are recognized ways of counting out, of selection of sides, as well as for positions to be taken, movements to be made, etc.  These rules have the sanction of tradition and precedent.  Those playing the game have seen, perhaps, professional matches and they want to emulate their elders.  An element that it conventional is pretty strong. (E&E, 52, bullets added)
These basic characteristics of childhood games, Dewey argued, are replicated in all established social practices in which “control of individual actions is effected by the whole situation in which individuals are a part.”  Even competitive games involve “a certain kind of participation, of sharing in a common experience,” and this sharing would not be possible without the rules that all adhere to.  
	If they wish to participate in the development of a more democratic society, however, schools cannot only teach pre-established social practices.  Like games, most practices are structured to maintain themselves over time even when they have become obsolete or destructive.  Dewey further complained that in the past those changes in social practices that had occurred had generally been accidental and not the result of intelligent responses to new needs or challenges (HNC, 73).  What has resulted from these accidental changes and lack of responsiveness to a shifting environment was a society with myriad overlapping, contradictory, and problematic ways of acting.  
	In response, as I have noted, Dewey looked to the relatively new discourse of science for a process that all citizens might employ for intelligently rethinking the established “rules” of their society.  But while this model of everyday “scientific” thinking was itself a social practice, a way of talking with others at the same time as it was a procedure for thinking, it was entirely possible for relatively isolated individuals to conduct scientific investigations.  Along with science, therefore, he argued schools must teach students how to collaborate, how each might contribute their different perspectives and capacities to a common project.
	Dewey’s thinking about how democratic habits of this kind are learned evidenced a tension between learned and innate tendencies similar to that noted in his discussion of the emergence of “scientific” thinking.  At the same time as he argued that democracy would not emerge naturally, he acknowledges the inherently social, cooperative tendencies of human beings as biological organisms.  “Most children,” he acknowledged, “are naturally ‘sociable’” (DE 56).  In fact, from its earliest moments, what is most important to a child are the “expectations, demands, approvals, and condemnations of others,” since, fundamentally, “a being connected with other beings cannot perform his own activities without taking the activities of others into account.  For they are the indispensable conditions of the realization of his tendencies.”  Thus, whenever a child “moves, he stirs” others’ activities “reciprocally” (EE 12).  
	In fact, the capacity to learn in the first place is fundamentally dependent upon these ingrained tendencies for social interaction.  One first learns to speak and act as others do because these practices “are first employed in a joint activity.”  
Similar ideas or meanings  spring up because both persons are engaged in partners in an action where what each does depends upon and influences what the other does.  Understanding one another means that objects, including sounds, have the same value for both with respect to carrying on a common pursuit.” (EE, 15, italics added)  
In order to learn effectively, then, children are born “marvelously endowed with power to enlist the cooperative attention of others” and “gifted with an equipment of the first order for social intercourse” because is it only through these abilities that they are able to become part of the human social world in the first place.  Just as the curiosity and experimental tendencies of adults are progressively deadened by the strictures of society as it has generally been structured throughout human history, however, today as in the past “few adults retain all of the flexible and sensitive ability to vibrate sympathetically with the attitudes and doings of those about them” (EE 43). 
	Again, these observations seem to bring Dewey’s vision much closer to that of the liberationists than is commonly acknowledged.  At points like these, Dewey seems to at least raise the possibility that if developing children were sheltered from the deadening effects that accompany initiation into contemporary society, these general tendencies might actually lead children to naturally develop into cooperative, “sympathetic” adults.  Whether this would happen (and what exactly such “shelter” would look like), of course, was a pragmatic, experimental question that Dewey never delved into. 	One reason why Dewey may have thought the emergence of natural cooperativity was unlikely was his belief that humans are born with “an original tendency to assimilate objects and events to the self, to make them part of the ‘me.’”  In fact, “we may even admit that the ‘me’ cannot exist with out the ‘mine.’  The self gets solidity and form through an appropriation of things which identifies them with whatever we call myself” (HNC, 82).  While this tendency seemed undeniable, as with impulse energy, he noted that it could express itself in a vast range of ways.  “The institution of private property,” he argued, “is not the only way to appropriate” aspects of the world to the self.  One could, for example, <change “mine” to use for the community>, which, of course, was exactly what he wanted to do with democracy (HNC, 83).  Despite these hints, Dewey ultimately rejected the possibility that a democratic attitude might simply emerge in the absence of active efforts to teach it.  He attacked, for example, the tendency of followers of many Rousseau to look to “nature” for useful ideas of freedom, as a “political dogma” reflecting a desire to rebel “against existing social institution, customs and ideals,” without carefully thinking through what an adequate alternative would look like (DE 117).  “Merely to leave everything to nature,” he complained, simply “negate[s] the very idea of education,” trusting to “the accidents of circumstance” (DE 93).  And he frequently pointed out, the emergence of democracy in whatever form was, in fact, a rarity.  Even when is had existed, as in some ancient Greek city states, it rarely reflected the kind of widespread equality and collective participation in the development of a better society for all that Dewey strove for.  
	For these reasons, among others, he declared that “the notion of a spontaneous normal development of these [social] activities is pure mythology” (DE 114).  “Community life,” he argued, “does not organize itself in an enduring way purely spontaneously.  It requires thought and planning ahead.”   While democracy, like scientific thinking, depended upon the natural endowment of human beings, then, it remained, for Dewey, an essentially artificial social form, a form that must be actively chosen and consciously developed.  This was especially true in schools, where he believed the apparent refusal by “false” progressives to acknowledge their responsibility to mold the social development of youngsters threatened to derail possibilities for the development of a truly democratic society.  In such schools, the tendency for children to jostle against each other because each is only interested in pursuing her own particular projects "represents a failure in education, a failure to learn one of the most important lessons of life, that of mutual accommodation and adaptation" (DE, 60). 	Again, while Dewey’s educational vision continued to evolve in some small ways, the Laboratory School provides the most sophisticated actual examples of Deweyan democratic education.  In this school, Dewey and the teachers manipulated the environment of even the youngest children, showing them that playing together was more fun than playing alone.  They developed games, role plays, and contexts for investigation that constantly encouraged students to draw on each others’ skills and ideas, engaging students with “problems relevant to the problems of living together . . . where observation and information are calculated to develop social insight and interest” (DE 176).  Students were taught that “freedom” involved “conditions which . . . enable an individual to make his own special contribution to a group interests, and to partake of its activities” (DE, 301).  This was not simply a goal-focused vision, however.  Students were taught not only that a better society would be one where “all work at something that makes other lives better,” but also that robust collaborative democracy involved finding useful avenues for participation for everyone in that society.  The struggle for freedom, Dewey emphasized, involved an effort to develop “conditions which will enable” every person “to make his own special contribution” to the larger society (D cited in Camp, 169).   Thus, the effort to create a song that found a way for the child who was tone deaf to contribute a crucial phrase.  Within this larger democratic vision, he argued, the needs of the individual did not conflict with the needs of the whole, because individuals could learn to develop their unique potential through their irreplaceable contributions to shared efforts. 
	In general, the pedagogy of the Laboratory School seemed designed for children who were open and ready to learn these lessons for collaboration.  The main challenge for teachers seemed to be in finding contexts and activities that might harness the many uncoordinated impulses that constantly bubbled up in children.  However, the School also grappled with the challenges presented by children who arrived at school with distorted habits gained from their experiences in a non-democratic society.  "There are likely to be some,” he acknowledged, “who, when they come to school, are already victims of injurious conditions outside of the school and who have become so passive and unduly docile that they fail to contribute.  There will be others who, because of previous experience, are bumptious and unruly and perhaps downright rebellious.”  While he understood this was a problem that teachers needed to address, he argued that “the general principle of social control cannot be predicated upon such cases” (DE 56).  The collaborative approach, he was convinced, should remain the base practice for schools, while recalcitrant students would need to be addressed on an individual basis depending on their particular issues and needs.  In general, he seemed to argue, such students were merely “exceptions” to this general rule and as long as teachers were careful about how they arranged the environment of their classrooms they would encounter many of them (DE, 57).

Goodman and Neill: Freedom
	As we have seen, while Dewey occasionally waxed nostalgic about traditional village communities, he generally described the shift from pre-modern to modern times as the extension of a relatively continuous tendency for regimentation.  In contrast, Goodman and his fellow travelers perceived a growing divergence between what they understood as the more “authentic” face-to-face communities of the past and the oppressive inhuman order that was emerging in conjunction with technocracy.  These different understandings of history informed the different kinds of social practices they promoted.  For Dewey, hope for a better society was in the future, in possibilities for bringing together the best of what had already been discovered in the past with new inventions emerging from intelligent experimentation, all feeding into the development of a truly collaborative, democratic society.  Unlike Dewey’s vision of a humanly designed, planned and planning, society, Goodman, like most other free schoolers, put his faith in “nature.”  Against the banal artificiality of his present he celebrated possibilities for face-to-face honesty of primitive, unplanned and uncontrolled social interaction.  
	In the banality of modern society, Goodman and others argued, people had increasingly lost any connection to authentic collective or individual goals.  “Real motives” had been lost, and replaced by “rational accommodations in the system” (GU144).  In a world without real goals, the technocratic system fostered a mechanical kind of togetherness without the kind of collaborative and intimate speech that might make “real belonging” possible (GU 38).  Even when “adults in the suburbs create community by focusing on children” the result can only be ultimately false, since “there isn’t much world for the child to grow up into in the next stage” (GU 116-17).  
Goodman contrasted this terrible trap of modernity with more authentic pre-modern communities, now largely lost, where all could find work that “exercises a man’s capacities in an enterprise useful to society” (GU37).  In such contexts, it was “sufficient that there are simply possible ways for his activity and achievement, so that he knows the world is a world for him” (GU139).  Such “vocations are [not] . . . rationalistic in some system” but involve participation in “whatever happens to be the ongoing work of the particular community of human interests” where a person “can lose himself because his community supports him.”  “Such a man is in a state of grace” (GU 142).  Thus, the coming of modernity represented the loss of a naturally “human centered” world and its replacement by participation in a system that was focused only on its own reproduction.  
	In contrast with the incessant role-playing of those trapped in the system, Goodman, Neil and most free schoolers envisioned a healthy community as a place where people honestly presented their real selves to each other, relatively unencumbered by banal rules and pre-established ways of being.  In healthy communities, they argued, people are free to express, at every moment, their real feelings in response to the uniqueness of every moment of their existence.  Again, Goodman’s vision of gestalt therapy provided a sophisticated theoretical framework for describing what this might look like in more detail than was often provided in most free school literature.  
	A central aspect of the practice of gestalt therapy involved helping clients learn to authentically express themselves to each other.  In somewhat Deweyan fashion, then, while gestalt therapists did work with individual clients, the central practice of gestalt therapy involved groups and not individuals.  Through group therapy, gestalt therapists sought to “revivify face-to-face community and [to] reclaim traditional [communal] values” (St 16).  Therapists prodded participants to release their “animal . . . individual self,” and to reveal “the social pressures raging war within personality” (GT 309).  Participants were encouraged to spontaneously express themselves to others, not like battering rams but instead as part of a sensitive responding to the shifting nuances of the situations and relations they found themselves entangled in.  Instead of trying compulsively to control everything around them, gestalt therapists argued, people who learned to release their creative potentials would find that “if things were let be, they would spontaneously regulate themselves” (GT 247) through the natural interaction between self and others.  Slowly, a new form of community could emerge involving “a dynamic unity of need and social convention, in which men discover themselves and one another and invent themselves and one another” GT 309).  
	And this is the approach that Neill generally used at Summerhill.  Like Goodman, Neill believed that children's developing impulses should simply be allowed to play themselves out.  This belief, however, did not eliminate the need to respond to children's complex needs, something Neill often did.  In fact, he was famous for his sensitivity to the particular concerns and issues of particular children.  But he always emphasized that one must always respond in ways that do not affect children’s freedom to act.  In general, he argued that "the ultimate cure (for war) is the releasing of the beast in the heart of mankind . . . not the releasing after chaining him up," as happened in most schools, but "from the beginning" (Hem41).  For example, Neill's favorite response to a child who was acting out in some way was to reward the acting out until the child simply got tired of it.  He would pay a child to wet the bed, or to lose things.  Sometimes he would even join with children in their "bad" actions.  For example, if a child was breaking windows, then Neill might come along and happily break a few windows with her.  Another time there was an outbreak of swearing at Summerhill, so Neill held a swearing workshop.  In these cases, Neill stated, children quickly became tired of the problematic activity.  Many, for example, arrived to the first swearing meeting, but only one child attended the second.  Most of the time, however, Neill simply assumed that in the environment of freedom at Summerhill, children would develop in a healthy manner. 	The approach at Summerhill involved assumptions about the natural state of human beings that mirrored Goodman’s and that of many other free schoolers.  Neill stated that an effective school requires "complete belief in the child as a good, not an evil, being" (4).  Bad or difficult children, he argued, are simply unhappy children.  Thus his only real interventions with children were generally therapeutic ones.  He often had what he called "private lessons" with struggling children, helping them understand the psychic source of their difficulties (operating from an explicitly Freudian point of view).  When they were born, then, Neill believed that "a child is born a sincere creature." While children might be naturally egoistic when younger, "altruism comes later--comes naturally--if the child is not taught to be unselfish. . . .  By suppressing the child's selfishness, the mother is fixing that selfishness forever" (251).  "Self-regulation," he asserted, "implies a belief in the goodness of human nature; a belief that there is not, and never was, original sin" (104).  These "natural" tendencies, it is important to note, however, could only work themselves out correctly in the quite artificial environment created at Summerhill.
When they were born, then, Neill believed that "a child is born a sincere creature." While children might be naturally egoistic when younger, "altruism comes later--comes naturally--if the child is not taught to be unselfish. . . .  By suppressing the child's selfishness, the mother is fixing that selfishness forever" (251).  "Self-regulation," he asserted, "implies a belief in the goodness of human nature; a belief that there is not, and never was, original sin" (104).  These "natural" tendencies, it is important to note, however, could only work themselves out correctly in the quite artificial environment created at Summerhill. 88--therapy question "My own opinion, after thirty-one years of Summerhill, is that freedom alone will cure most delinquencies in a child.  Freedom of course, not license, not sentimentality, not idealism.  Freedom alone will not cure pathological cases; it will barely touch cases of arrested development."  real problem is the parents
	The key organizing principle of Summerhill was what one might term a “natural consequences” approach (FC 630). "If baby plays with the cat and gets scratched it is not punishment; if it plays with matches and gets burned it is not being punished.  Natural reactions do not constitute punishment, because there is no suggestion of right or wrong in them: punishment implies the judgment of an authority” (FC 63).  If you pissed other people off, then you had to deal with the results of your action.  Neill noted, for example, one time when some children messed up some potatoes he had planted.  If he had made a fuss about how it was a bad thing, in general, to mess up someone else’s project, he argued that he would have been being authoritarian.  He would have been trying to fit children into some abstract system of morals and social rules.  On the other hand, it was okay to get upset about "my spuds" as long as he "did not make it a matter of good and evil."  In other words, it was wrong to mess with his spuds "because they were my spuds and they should have been left alone" (8).  While there should be no general rules for behavior, he argued, because we live in a world with many individuals with different desires and needs, we will constantly encounter situations where we will need to moderate our actions.  As he stated succinctly, "no harm is done by insisting on your individual rights, unless you introduce the moral judgment of right and wrong.  It is the use of words like naughty or bad or dirty that does harm" (144).  Through their constant interactions in community, where they would constantly come up against the needs and desires of others amidst a constant environment of positive regard, Neill believed that children would grow up happy and successful (on their own terms).  In fact, he included an entire chapter on the often non-traditional lives of Summerhill children after they left the school, focusing on how happy they were and on their ability to achieve at quite high academic levels (as doctors, mathematicians, etc.) if they so wished. 
	The fundamental aim at Summerhill involved the development of happy, whole, creative individuals.  He sought to escape the focus of traditional education where children "have been taught to know, but have not been allowed to feel" (25).   He wanted to help children become "creators" who "learn what they want to learn in order to have the tools that their originality and genius demand" (26).  Thus his fundamental aim was to help children gain the "ability to work joyfully and live positively" (29).  Summerhill was a community designed to care for the needs and interests of individuals, and the culture of Summerhill, even its few collective rules and its democratic structure, was designed to foster this end.
	The one avenue of governance at Summerhill, aside from the limited authority of the teachers, was the weekly school meeting where issues were brought up and voted on.  Every member of the community, no longer how young, held an equal vote.  This was explicitly an effort to teach children both civic skills and forms of civic responsibility to each other and to the community at large.  For example, the meeting was always run by a different "chair" and children quickly learned that "the success of the meeting depends largely on whether the chairman is weak or strong" (46).  Like Dewey, then, there was an acceptance of the need for structures to help politics work effectively.  However, the focus of the meetings were quite different than that of Deweyan democracy.  Dewey wanted children to be continually engaged in, and working to manage, common projects that solved shared problems for the entire community.  In contrast, the focus of Summerhill weekly meetings was generally on the conflict between individuals and the group.  While they did develop rules for the collective, these often focused on how to draw reasonable boundaries between individual freedom and individual rights.  And much of the discussion at these meetings seemed to revolve around how to respond to the desires and infractions of individuals.  The "perennial problem" that Summerhill always struggled with was not the community as a collective project, but instead "the problem of the individual vs. the community" (53).  And when Neill declared that “when the individual and social interests clash . . . the individual interests should be allowed to take precedence” (76) he was not, from his perspective, being anti-democratic.  For he and most of those who followed his vision believed that it was through the valuing of individual interest that a democratic community would naturally emerge.  
	For Dewey, then, the focus of education should be on nurturing collaboration that constantly sought to solve common problems in an intelligent manner.  In contrast, the free schoolers focused on the need for individuals to overcome their immersion in the strictures of technocratic modern society.  If all individuals were able to express themselves honestly to others, and were responsive to the unique needs and concerns of the others they interacted in, then, it was felt, what might be considered democratic communities would naturally emerge.  Neill argued, for example, that the “kind of adaptation” involved in the development of an socially responsive child “does not involve repression or acceptance; it is a conscious altruistic, social act, deliberately seeking to live at peace with others by conceding something to their point of view" (67).  The aim of an educational “therapy” that was mostly just the result of the provision of a particular kind of environment, for both Goodman and Neill, was not initiation into a Deweyan model of collaborative democracy.  Instead, free schoolers like Goodman believed that if children could be released from their neuroses and provided with a healthy community where people generally responded honestly to each other, children were perfectly capable of developing a healthy, flexible sociability responsive to their own unique inclinations without much further guidance.  In fact, therapeutic intervention was only necessary because where the depredations of modern technocracy had already suppressed individuals’ natural tendencies for sociability. 	Interestingly, like Dewey in E&E, Goodman and other free schoolers sometimes used the example of childhood games, as simple examples of a healthy, ordered community, and the different ways they use this metaphor are informative.  For example, Goodman compared adult organized “little-league” games to spontaneous games developed in a fluid interaction between children.  When organized and directed by adults, Goodman argued, youth games under technocracy represented merely an extension of the modern “system.”  In fact, he argued that “economically[,] the function of the Little League is clear-cut; it is child labor;  . . . it keeps idle hands out of mischief;” and while “it is not profitable as production, . . . it provides valuable training in the attitudes and work habits” of a repressive adult society” (117; see also 77).
	Goodman’s good friend and former client, Dennison, provided perhaps the best discussion of the free school perspective on games.  Like Goodman, Dennison noted that “no better example can be found than that of Little League” for understanding the fundamental differences between “the richness of children’s natural play” and “the stifling rigidity of play that is organized by adults.”  “Think of the ordinary games of boys,” he said.
They are expansive and diverse, alternately intense and gay, and are filled with events of all kinds.  The boys make much of one another’s personalities, one another’s strengths and weaknesses, and their witticisms fly back and forth with unflagging vivacity.  They do not stop their game to argue a fine point, but rather the arguments are great features of the game; they are vociferous and long-drawn and run the gamut from sheer emotionality to the most legalistic pedantry.  What may seem to be a shouting match is in fact filled with close distinctions. . . .  Between innings, the boys throw themselves on the grass.  They wrestle, do handstands, turn somersaults. . . .  A confident player will make up dance steps as he stops a slow grounder. . . .  Everything is noticed, everything is used.  (Dennison, 194-5, italics added)
His was not a romantic vision of childhood games, however.  He acknowledged that children playing can “often seem harsh.”  For example, “if a crippled boy is playing in the game, no one pretends that he is not crippled, no one chooses him until a teammate, not until the end, and someone is sure to shout, ‘He can’t run at all.’”  But Dennison stressed that 
the boys are not so much harsh as literal.  The boy is crippled.  He can’t run.  And in his heart he knows that his feelings are not important to the boys, whereas the game is important.  It is important to him, too, more important than his feelings.  Furthermore, he can play only as a cripple . . . and if we wait to see what happens, it will be clear that this literalness, or harshness, is the only real acceptance the crippled boy can know. (196-7)
	While this may seem very anti-Deweyan, Dennison argued that if children are freed of the strict rules and roles of modernity and allowed to engage honestly and flexibly with each other, honestly acknowledging each others’ real limits, they will naturally develop flexible forms of play that respond to the unique capacities of each.  Dennison gave the example of Vincente, a student in his school who “was very babyish during his early weeks at first street,” “throwing tantrum fits when he could not” “have his way.”  But while this 
annoyed . . . the other boys . . . they did not call off their game [of dodgeball], or forbid Vincente to take a part.  Nor did they only criticize him.  Nor did they play as if he were a “regular” boy.  They complained to him directly . . . and at the same time they lowered the demands of the game, granting him many concessions.  They did not, however, lower the game to his level, but only so close to it as to make him reach and exert himself.  This combination of concession, pressure, criticism, and acceptance worked a powerful effect, as one might imagine. (197-98)
As Dennison watched First Street children engaging with each other in these ways, he slowly realized that “what the boys were doing , quite instinctively, and out of necessity and self-interest, resembled, in its dynamics, the things I had done myself as a teacher and therapist . . . with the severely disturbed children at another school” (198).  Dennison argued that this “was the ordinary dynamic of children in play--at play without adults.”  In fact, he noted, 
if I had intervened, if it had been I who had yelled at Vincente instead of the other boys, there could have been no good effect, for I had not granted him concessions.  Nor was I his rival.  Nor would my criticism represent to him the same loss of pleasure, or the same hope of praise, as did that of the boys.  Nor could Vincente’s particular abilities mean much to me, as they came to mean much to his teammates. (198)  
What Dennison was describing was not the absence of adults, however.  Instead, in this free school adults were carefully deciding not to intervene, making decisions that exerted a “particular kind of influence on the children” (199).  Even at especially difficult moments, children knew that the teachers looking on cared about them from their growing histories with them.  Thus, when Dennison thoughtfully refused to intervene he 
were putting myself in relation with something much larger than the game, something which the boys had again experienced in other contexts. This larger thing was their independent life in the world.  My proper role vis-a-vis their independence was that of an observer and protector . . . [and] the effect of this was to locate all questions of ethics and conduct in the experience itself, that is, in the boys themselves, and not in some figure of authority.  The further effect of this important shift of responsibility was that each boy was able to experience the necessary relationship between his own excitement and the code of conduct which joined him to others in a social group.  Which is to say that their play--because it was unsupervised--acquired the moral pressures which are inherent in games, for at bottom this is precisely what morality is: the sense of the necessary relation between self and others, group conduct and individual fulfillment. (201-2)
This is a perfect example of the kind of approach to “freedom” pursued in more sophisticated free schools—in this case one of the few schools with low-income minority children.  Here, Dennison is echoing Neill’s distinction between “freedom” and “license,” noting that “if compulsion is damaging and unwise, its antithesis--a vacuum of free choice--is unreal” (110).
	Contrast this vision of fluid, interdependent freedom among children with Dennison’s description of a Little League game he had seen with “coaches and officials” who were “off-duty cops . . . yelling insults at the players, and the most vulgar kind of mockery.”  In this game, “everything” was not used, but instead was “forbidden.”  Even when the adults are not actual cops, they still metaphorically take on that role.  “The standard Little League game,” he reported, “no matter how gentle its officials may be, is an affair of uniforms and scoreboards, umpires and coaches, record books and publicity.”  Under the gaze of their audience, 
how put upon those boys are!  They are strained and silent.  They try to act manly and serious, and one sees at a glance that they are anxious and uncomfortable, and deeply resent  having to prove themselves.  The winners exult.  The losers weep.  What strange occurrences in the play of children!  And who invented it?  Not boys themselves, but nervous adults seeking to allay their own anxieties. (Dennison, 196)
	The distinction between the free school vision of organized games and Dewey’s is striking.  Dewey represented adult authority as integral to games, adults who must be appealed to if the rules are to be bent or broken in some way.  For Goodman and Dennison, in contrast, healthy games treat the rules of a game as a living tradition constantly responsive to the moment-to-moment life of the community engaged in play, to the spontaneous emergence of the feelings of the players.  The authority of tradition is not simply eliminated in the free school example.  Instead, it is integrated into and made a servant to the desires and needs of those who draw from it and creatively remake it as they play.  And sober deliberation is not required of those who would alter the rules; instead, children naturally trust themselves and the world in their spontaneous . . . .  From the perspective of the free schoolers, Dewey’s vision of relatively inflexible rules that are slowly evolved through projects of collaborative inquiry serve no useful purpose except to train children to follow rules.    
	In other words, unlike Dewey, who expended enormous energy exploring how a democratic community might be nurtured through sophisticated pedagogical practices, the most influential free school scholars, like Goodman and Neill basically didn’t worry about democracy as a coherent project.  An organic kind of democracy in which individuals (as individuals and in groups) responded to the unique perspectives and desires of others was the natural result of an environment that allowed children to be “free.”  And, they argued, they had the evidence to prove that this could be successful in Summerhill and the many schools that looked to it, in spirit if not in all the specifics.  

Social Change and the Political

Dewey and the Development of a Democratic Society
	From the beginning, Dewey saw the development of a democratic educational pedagogy as a key tool for the creation of a truly democratic society.  Early on, he thought that one might be able to change society by simply initiating a generation of children into the practices of such a society.  As he grew older, he became more critical of this simple vision of social change, and more conscious of the many aspects of the world that resisted the creation of such a society.  However, he never gave up on the conviction that democratic education of the kind he preferred was one crucial component of the slow shift of our society towards a more democratic foundation.  
	It remained unclear in Dewey’s writings, however, exactly how the democratic practices he imagined children learning in such schools might actually empower them to help make the larger society more democratic.  In fact, teachers in the Laboratory School where he actually tried to initiate students into practices like these reported that the children found them of very limited use in a world where everyone else was not inclined to collaborate in the honest, open manner they had learned to expect.  
	It was also not clear exactly how a democratic society build upon the a Deweyan model of democratic engagement might actually operate.  Dewey was not a political scientist, but in one book, The Public and Its Problems, he did make an effort to discuss what a democratic society based on the principles he had developed might look like.  Ultimately, he acknowledged that he could not coherently imagine how the forms of relatively intimate collaboration that he preferred might effectively guide communities much larger than the classrooms he had worked in, to say nothing about an entire nation.  Nonetheless, he remained committed till the end to this general vision and a hope that somehow someone might conceptualize an answer to the problems of scale that he had been unable to solve, himself.   The most he could say was that such change would necessarily be slow, involving a progressive and time-consuming shift in the social practices of a society.  In the end, then, while Dewey’s analysis of what an authentic collaborative democratic practice should look like was enormously sophisticated, his reasoning about social change and democratic politics was quite limited. 

Goodman and Neill: Political Change and Democracy
	Despite the overtly political tone of much of the progressive.  Part of the group that led to the departure from politics that captured the movement in the late 60s and early 1970s.  Free schools movement more part of the free love than civil rights movement, even though, as I note elsewhere, the expert free schools in Miss key experience that led to.  Counterculture.  
	It should not be surprising, then, that Goodman was not that interested in politics himself.  Nonetheless, a commitment to democratic social change was visible even in GT, where he acknowledged that “the task” of gestalt therapy “would . . . be immensely easier if we enjoyed good social institutions” (GT, 309).  As Roszak and others noted, “the life that gestalt therapy leads Goodman to consider healthy is clearly not livable in . . . [the] existing social order” (Z 198).  Overall, however, his discussions about how a more democratic society might emerge reflected the vagueness contained in his discussions about the development of a democratic pedagogy.  He mostly tossed off general statements like this:  “If people had the opportunity to initiate community actions, they would be political; they would know finally the way to accomplish something great is to get together with like-minded people and directly do it” (GU, 106-7).  In general, Goodman’s was “straightforward anarchist thinking in the tradition of Peter Kropotkin” (ST 19) whose vision of “mutual aid” (ST 264) was very compatible with the general focus of free schoolers on a democracy that emerged organically out of the sensitivity of individuals to others.  “His anarchist sociology,” then, “did not provide a model of the good society but an attitude toward political and economic life, one that was communicated more readily by example and rules of thumb than by logical analysis or the systematic elaboration of plans and protocols” (ST 255).  He was more interested in helping individuals to become more self-reliant and authentic.  Thus Taylor Stoehr argued that "Gestalt therapy was not superseded in Goodman's thought by New Left politics, but rather served as that politics' grounding in a theory of human nature and face-to-face community" implying a "society of ongoing group therapy" distributed through many interrelated, local, authentic communities (ST 266).  Ultimately, Goodman declared that “he was not a political person and had no utopian vision.  All he wanted was ‘that the children have bright eyes, the river be clean, food and sex be available, and nobody be pushed around’” (St 262).  As Miller noted, this vision fit well with others in the counterculture of the time, many of whom believed “that massive change in consciousness could only come from an inner revolution of values and lifestyle that demonstrated its superiority to the old system” (M 33), e.g., that “the personal” was “the political.”  Many saw the free schools at political “in the deepest sense” because they allowed the development of “whole” human beings within carefully constructed “counter-institutions” (M, 75).  These “radicals interpreted this theory as a recipe for personal liberation where Dewey himself, and his closest followers, . . . were primarily interested in promoting a more rational” and democratic “social order” (M 160).  With Goodman, they believed that “democracy would ‘come naturally’, that is, emerge organically, in intimate, caring communities” (M 161).  
	In perhaps surprising ways, however, Goodman’s overall vision of democratic social change fit quite well with Dewey’s.  Like Dewey, Goodman focused on the importance of local, face-to-face communities, convinced that "only a social order built to human scale permits the free play and variety out of which the unpredictable beauties of men emerge . . . [and] it is only a society possessing the elasticity of decentralized communities that can absorb the inevitable fallibilities of men."  A successful, healthy society, then, would "scale down selectively our leviathan industrialism so that it can serve as handmaiden to the ethos of village or neighborhood" (Z200).   And, like Dewey, Goodman was fundamentally anti-revolution, arguing that true change required "gradual changes in habits" (ST 261).  Ultimately, Weltman argued, “he produced from these elements a theory of what can best be described as anarchosyndicalism that he came to identify,” I think rightly in many ways, “with Dewey and progressivism” (W, 1).  Ultimately, Goodman’s vision was, I think much like Dewey’s, “a combination of utopianism and pragmatism” (W, 5).  

